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Then her wallet goes missing. And Bennie's life goes crazy.Someone is posing as the outspoken,

blue-eyed, blond attorney and is wreaking havoc around town, apparently determined to destroy

everything Bennie loves. Only one person can pull off this double deception -- Bennie's identical

twin sister, Alice Connelly. But as far as Bennie knows, Alice left Philly long ago and never looked

back.When events escalate into murder, the maverick lawyer realizes that the stakes are far greater

than she feared. But Bennie Rosato refuses to be anyone's victim. To find the killer, she'll plunge

headfirst into a life-and-death investigation that will bring her face to face with evil darker, yet more

familiar, than anything before. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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If I couldn't put it down it must have been good. Right? A fast paced story that is well above typical

"chick lit". This is the first in the series that I have read but since it's the eighth one a lot of other

people must like them. I could quibble a little bit with the portrayal of Bennie,s law firm but there is

no reason to do so. I expect to read more of them.

It was great to read another novel involving Bennie Rosato's twin sister Alice Connelly. One of the

things that I love about Scottoloine's novels is she ties things from previous novels. Also, I love that

she stresses the importance of families. Love reading this series!!!

I love these books. This one is a particular favorite. Good characters and a wonderful plot. I'll read it



again

Enjoyed listening to it on my long runs.

Love Lisa Scottoline ands everything I've read by her never disappoints me. Love all the characters

in the Rosato & Associates series. Fast paced reading and one of those books that keeps me

reading till the last page.

We first met Benedetta "Bennie" Rosato in "Legal Tender" and met her twisted sister, Alice Connoly

in "Mistaken Identity". Now they're back and relations between them are worse than ever. In fact,

Alice is stalking Bennie and wrecking havoc in her already difficult life. Bennie's just won her latest

case but her client has filed for bankruptcy and can't pay the bill. her office rent is three months

behind and her firm's about to be evicted. Her secretary is about to give birth and Bennie can't

provide marternity benefits. Her zany and lovable staff (Mary DiNunzio, Judy Carrier and Anne

Murphy) is loyal and suppotive but she is not sure she can meet her payroll much longer.Into her

office comes the biggest case of her career. A class action suit worth millions if she can get to be

lead council, find the money to pursue it and protect herself from her evil twin's increasingly lethal

shenanigans.Bennie attacks her problems with her usual intelligence and humor and with the help

of her friends. Sam, the gay attorney who is her best friend, is there to offer financial and legal

support. Her staff offers their time and support. She wants to do it on her own. Then she meets ex

SEAL David Holland. He wants to protect her. Sam doesn't trust him. Bennie's not sure wether to be

afraid or to fall in love with David.It all seems complicated at the start but Lisa Scottoline weaves the

threads into a terrific legal drama that keeps you reading well into the night. "Dead Ringer" is a great

read.

This is Book 10 in the Rosato & Associates series. It focuses on Bennie Rosato, the head of the

Law firm, who is taking on a class action suit for the first time, and vying for the position of lead

plaintiff. Her client is murdered, and Bennie is determined to solve the case. All the while, her evil

identical twin is trying to destroy her reputation and kill her.There is never a dull moment in this story

- in fact, I didn't want to put it down! So many twists and turns. The characters are so well developed

that I consider them friends.

I enjoy Scottoline's books. I guess you would even call me a fan of her writing. Few stories are brain



burners, but they are entertaining, non-gory mysteries most of the time. Dead Ringer was somewhat

predictable. I didn't like the ending. It just sort of stopped short, and then the characters were left

hanging over the cliff.
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